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New years eve movie has been one of the most entertaining and thrilling movies of the 2011. Movie
production companies including the directors, producers and writers have been looking for new
ways to make their films much more exciting and eye catchy. They have always been trying hard to
push the boundaries and bring out something that is very new and attracting to the viewers. Keeping
this in mind, new yearâ€™s eve movie has been directed by Garry Marshall. He was the director of the
most successful film valentineâ€™s day which depicted a series of holiday vignettes of the state of
several romances.

New years eve movie is another creation of Garry Marshall. It is 2011 romantic comedy film in which
the celebrations of love, hope, forgiveness, second chances and fresh starts have been presented
beautifully. The new year eve movie cast of the film includes many academy award winners and
academy award nominees which enhances the beauty of the film including halle berry, Jessica biel,
Jon bon jovi, Abigail breslin, Chris ludacris, Robert de niro, josh duhamel, zac efron, hector
elizondo, Katherine heigl, ashton kutcher, Seth Meyers, lea Michele, Sarah Jessica parker, Michelle
Pfeiffer, til schweiger, Hilary swank and Sofia vergara.

The huge star cast of the film has superbly and excitingly entertained the viewers by adding a real
life feeling to every scene in the film. This romantic comedy film new year eve opened in US and
Canadian theaters with a huge bang and as a top movie of the year by making itself a biggest hit on
the screens. The ticket sales of the movie were exceptionally awesome with over $ 13.7 which is
probably a record. It is a movie that probably has something for everybody, just go for this movie
and enjoy new years eve celebration, So, instead of having nothing by keeping yourself busy with
the same old schedule, wind up everything else, and go for a new years eve movie with your loved
ones to cherish lovely moments and bring out a few memorable moments of your life.

New years eve is hot entirely in an around new York city. From the plot of the movie, star casts,
beautiful landscapes, screen shots, backgrounds, to the music, everything in the movie has played
an important role in making it a biggest hit of the year. New years eve film is a date film, solely made
keeping in mind top please the couples and film goers who look for romance and interesting scenes
and plots in the movie.  You can enjoy this movie at the time of your new year cruises vacation.

On the other hand, novelty wise, the film actually has nothing new to offer. Dialogues are quiet
cheesy, great sex appeals, cute and sweet romance and unpredictable tracts are just enough to
cause you diabetes. This movie is a definite feel good film to keep you entertained and happy
throughout the entire story. Finding out a perfect film has always been challenging and trying to
make it one of the biggest hits has been the most difficult and unpredictable things for the directors
and the lead of the movie because all goes over to the audience.
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Siddharthg - About Author:
Welcome a new year 2012 with arranging new year party and plan for a new years eve, new year
cruises and new year breaks. Send someone a gorgeous a new year gift.
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